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BAR DIVIDERS
Can be lifted and extended for
full-range of protection. Flexible
design with easy barrier attachment.

BOOTH DIVIDERS
Can be fixed to booth or
designed with no drilling
required.

Equip Your Restaurant with

SOCIAL DISTANCING
HOST BARRIER
BATHROOM DIVIDER
EXTENDERS

Shows commitment to safety
upon arrival. Can display logo
with frosted-glass look.

Attaches to privacy dividers for
face-level social distancing.

Make patrons feel safe and
comfortable as they
drink and dine.
Our physical distancing barriers can be
tailored to any restaurant space with fast
delivery and installation.

C O N TA C T U S
844-267-7272
safespaces@airlinehyd.com

www.airlinehyd.com/safespaces

CUSTOMIZED OFFERINGS
We offer a standard line of barriers AND the unique capability to tailor designs to individual dimensions and
applications. From concept to completion, we can create a social distancing barriers that meets your safety
and budgetary needs.

Concept

Design

Manufacturing

Installation

We’ll listen, collaborate, and
examine your dimensions & floor
plan to create a concept sketch.

Our design group will generate
CAD drawings of your solution
and submit them for your review.

Our team of assemblers will spring
into action to build your barrier units
in our ISO-9001 certified facilities.

We’ll ship the barriers to your
facilities (freight), or travel to your
facility to safely install them.

HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS
You can be confident our barriers are high-quality, stable, and easy to clean.

POLYCARBONATE PLASTIC
Sometimes referred to by its brand names, Lexan
or Palsun, it is 250x stronger than glass and 30x
stronger than acrylic and other plastics. It offers
89% light transmission, is ecologically sustainable
and easy to clean with mild dish soap.

ALUMINUM STRUCTURAL FRAMING
For designs that require frames, we create
them with aluminum extrusion as it’s
strong, aesthetic, eco-friendly, and
easy to clean with mild dish soap
or commercial cleaners.

LET’S BE SAFETY PARTNERS
We’re 100% employee-owned and have been in business for over 65 years. Our large team of engineers,
mechanical assemblers and installers allow us to be your valued partner in providing safety solutions.
Contact us to discuss making your restaurant a safe social space.

C O N TA C T U S
844-267-7272
safespaces@airlinehyd.com

